2012, Feb 10

Friday Night Hard News Call

Opening Meditation:

Angelsu

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

● BBS Radio: BBS got $304 today; still owe $296 for Feb 2-4; $300 for this week
● T & R's rent
- need only $280 to cover the rent.
- $100 to pay ET's garage
● On the website:

www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com

There's a Paypal button here.

Please notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerillos Road, # 385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Or let MariettaRobert know: 317-773-0061
Hard News:
T: things are happening but for us who know what is going on, it is excruciatingly slow!
●one sister could not listen to the discussion about contraception any more
●taking the pill is criminal; very hard on the woman's body; they cause so much damage
●the seeds in the papaya is one natural source – eat the seeds and good for up to year with no
conception – Ayurvedic remedy; there are other natural remedies
●Need to work on preventative health care, especially for women who are the originators of life on
this planet
●penny royal and yam can naturally abort a fetus
R: The Lost Symbol will describe a lot tonight, concerning the DC area
The Majority Report: Sam Seder, Sybil Edmunds, Valerie Plame, personal friend of Arafat
● they brought up the BIS where strange goings on are happening – entities coming and going at
odd hours – odd things about the story and currency on the planet
● Iran not trading with the petro dollar any more – which is what the whole Iran thing is about
●brought up the Neil Keenan court case today – why not brought up in main stream news?
T: the $126 million piece is part of the story
● Many parts of the $135 Trillion story: it is their job to stay on it, then tell us and others
and we all exercise our ability to fertilize these ideas at the core of their meaning
●Take the contraception story
●98% of all Catholic women have used contraception
●All law schools distribute contraception tools to all students
●Catholics don't believe the church has right to dictate: reject the dogma itself
● Thom Hartmann said that there is an evolutionary cycle of the mind, and as it develops in each
generation, the constitution should be reviewed regularly
●We are boxed in, says Thom, as the only industrial nation on earth stuck on 2 party
system where 51% wins and takes all; not doing proportional voting
●In US, we are electing WalMart or the corporations, not those who represent us
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R: Thom said that the corporations are planning to put up a corp. to run for president at CPAC today
● Bernie said if they do it, they might just push things to the limits

Audio: Greg Braden On the Evolution of the Human Race, Part 1

Gregg Braden AMAZING interview, Human Evolution 2012 PART I ...
Added 26/01/2012 · Gregg Braden AMAZING interview, Human Evolution 2012 PART I ... 1:12:24
Add to David Icke ☼ The Race To The Line Has Started ...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUtcUHOc1U8
●Our pulse is increasing with the fundamental heartbeat of the earth and
●Changes in the magnetic field of the earth impact our dream states
●Western science since 1993 has established that we are connected in one field of energy: if we find
ourselves in a family or group, for example, that is hateful, etc, we have to become what it is we
want to become, to open ourselves, to create that new environment.
●There is no need for us to be the way we are at this point; this was a choice made by us to experience all
●God eternal within the body – this is the message in our bodies – it's in our cells - tells us we are here
on purpose
● all the codes are in ancient forms of life, too, as scientists have found when they could get
ancient DNA that could be studied & they have, in single-celled organisms
● the idea of looking at DNA as a language seems bizarre
● In year 2000, a census around the planet – there were 6.2 Billion on the planet
●over 95% of the number believed in a higher power;
●over half of that number called that power “god”
To find the single principle of peace that will unite people:
●Ancient Hebrew language holds the oldest records for the spiritual traditions
●1 billion Hebrew, 2 billion Juda Christian and also Islamic are connected through the prophet
Abraham, so he started here this ancient language
●If this code is in Sanskrit, that means its in the Hindu
Conference Call Number: 213-243-3000, PIN 232323#
T: Anonymous shut down all the CIA internet locations and THEY ARE STILL SHUT DOWN!
Caller: a lot of YouTubes of sounds in the sky that people are hearing
looking at a map: Texas, along the lower states
Rainbird: they are the solfeggio tones – does not know if from the sky or the ground
Caller: a friend in CA hears the sound in the sky, but it does not move
●when the sound was happening this morning, there were also lenticular clouds around
T: last Thursday, the whole New Jerusalem was as far as the eye could see – but heard no sound
Rainbird: sound can be very metallic
T asks R where the source of the sound is: Mother says the tectonic plates are moving; not a bad thing –
●Mother Earth is slowing down and reversing her spin in a kind of magnetic shift – just reversing
direction of spin, not flipping the poles – we have been moving into MW Galaxy since 2006
●Remember in the Gulf of Aden, there is new earth forming in the gulf
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●In 2006, they heard about a cut-out square would show up in the sky, and huge mother ships would come
through a portal
●This started in Canary Islands and happened for a whole weekend – coming from the square which
was in the west and going to the east
Caller: she has a strong feeling that the federation is involved with the plates moving and beaming sound
frequencies to facilitate this; it will also change our DNA: first step in process of disclosure
T: Mother Earth has her new earth substance coming out – her circumference is getting larger too
●The Altimarians have been working to clean up the place; they have technology – there are over
50,000 new technologies which means all kinds of ways to work with earth materially
●The frequency of the earth will include new elements that we will receive from the soil – new
plants, animals and also, we are taking on new DNA in our light bodies
●We were de-evolved when the Annunaki intervened in our civilization's development: they had sex with
the daughters of men which is against Cosmic Law – and they hybridized us at the same time
●Abraham was a dark Annunaki who volunteered to be programmed as a lesser god self, and to adjust our
genetic program so we would be more addicted to substances [not just drugs, but things like
sugar, coffee, neither of which have any redeeming qualities: the sugar breaks down connective
tissue in the body and causes permanent harm over time.
● Coffee cuts off calcium: can't assimilate calcium then, without adequate amount of
calcium, can't assimilate other minerals; minerals are the bottom line and other nutrients
are absorbed after that. Coffee needs to be removed.
●When we are re-calibrating like this, the frequencies keep going higher, and our
translation from 3rd to 5th and higher can be missed unless we have a firm foundation, that
we are supporting with good nutrients.
M King's talk last night Feb 9th] is worth listening to again: it talks about
how we are affected.
●All the dark ones have known that we can be translated from 3 rd to 5th, right and, from the beginning,
have been trying to delete this experiment [of humanity finding its way back to god] by enhancing
themselves and selectively having power over a female's reproductive organs – that is what
the reptilians have been doing, among other things, since the beginning
R: there are millions listening to Rick Santorum: this is all planned by the 13 families who understand the
timelines; what they don't understand is 2012 and they can't get past it; they have forfeited the
12th strand of DNA [love]
T: reading Common Dreams – Anonymous hits CIA website
● rt [Russian TV] has announced that Anonymous has taken the CIA website down; it is still down
●The Greek Justice Ministry is on the list as it is one of controlling factions in Greece
● Serbia, Bosnia, Poland struggle to cope with Europe's big freeze [as of Feb 16 th – over 700 dead]
Caller: refers to an article from Rumor Mill News – US invading Syria by proxy
T: Rumor Mill News is 100% compromised – Faction 2 – backed by Hillary
● Al Jazeera News staff were in the tunnels with the opposition armies
● Russia has been so stern, along with China, because Hillary and our people want to be in control
and have been giving money to Al Assaud
●Russia and China can veto at UN, and then the West cannot go forward
● a huge celebration when they managed to shut down the embassies – want US completely out
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● also discussion about Arab League and UN getting together and going back in – don't know where
that discussion is now
Caller: do you support what NATO did in Libya? And would support
T: The latest report was in Journal News today; she never said she'd support NATO going in
Caller: it's only sniper fire
T: what you have said is not true: that is the western propaganda machine!
● The Al Jazeera has a link with Democracy Now and our White Knight news station Caller: the propaganda from the main stream is that Syria is killing own people
T: Al Assaud has been using 300,000 army to kill his own people
● many more defections have happened than have been reported; at least 60,000 have defected
and have helped build underground tunnels that go into Turkey and Lebanon; not getting help from
the West [US] – they want to defend the people, not kill them
● this should never have turned into a bloody mess: they decided to arm themselves and fight back
● Sam Seder said there is no solution at the moment: we have not taken care of our problem over
here which is to arrest our own criminals, take out the UN, take out the Fed Reserve
Caller: heard about someone in Syria for 10 days, asking for Syrian gov't to come & eliminate the snipers
T: who are they?
Caller: CIA, Muslim brotherhood – probably a CIA project
● She also finds it interesting that Anonymous says ahead of time who they are going to take out
● There are IT people who say that Anonymous is just a CIA operation
T: that is counter propaganda to what the truth is; exactly where they want to put ideas into progressive
movement so they will join with dark side
Caller: What about fact that Anonymous always says “we do not forget, we do not forgive”?
Rama: that has to do with what's happening on a larger scale; Rama says “I do not begin to understand all
that is happening at the moment.”
Caller: wants to know where T and R are coming from
T: The dark side idea of forgiveness is to have no accountability whatsoever!
● I do not forgive = that the dark ones will not escape accountability; they have to take
that medicine; it means they have crossed that line
● this is an inter galactic group of people who were not supposed to be intervening in lives
● they are reptiles: they are 5th dimensional beings causing a disturbance that has gone from the
earth out to the planets in the solar system and also vice versa
● they have violated cosmic law; they do not get forgiveness – it's an inter-galactic situation
The Prime Directive is specific: there is to be no intervention in a civilization's
development unless there in psychic or nuclear holocaust
Ross: before Anonymous was picked up by St G, they embraced Scientology
● they just invaded places on the internet because they thought it was funny
T: the anonymous group and the one who calls himself Anonymous are two different entities
● the one who calls himself Anonymous is St Germain
● the group took over when Julian Assange got arrested and after he was blocked from getting $
● these ones are not the same as the one who is St. Germain; they have a different agenda
Ross: their history may be what the IT guys are thinking about when they speak up
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DEAR READERS: THE MATERIAL FOLLOWING DOES NOT REFLECT EXACTLY THE WAY THE
CONVERSATION EVOLVED. NOT UNDERSTANDING EVERYTHING THAT WAS SAID OR IMPLIED
RELATIVE TO THE GALACTIC HISTORY, I SPOKE SEVERAL TIMES WITH TARA REGARDING
THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS IN THAT HISTORY AND MADE THE NECESSARY CHANGES AND
ADJUSTMENTS; I HAVE ALSO ADDED BACKGROUND INFORMATION IN SEVERAL PLACES FOR
THE SAKE OF MORE CLARITY.
T: No matter what is going on, we have to look at the galactic story
● we have been in a galactic war for 13,000 years; the cycle which is ending now began 26,000
years ago in Atlantis
● the dark ones came from anti matter which makes them inter-galactic ones: they have to be
dealt with by removal: they are not human, they are not from earth; they came with 5th level gifts
● as spirits, we co-created our form with Mother, and we all came to the planet as intergalactic
interveners who agreed to 2 rules:
● Earth to be a free will planet
● Everyone to observe the Prime Directive - there is to be no intervention in a civilization's
development unless there in psychic or nuclear holocaust
● The Annunaki came to earth several times; the first time, around 65 M years ago, they were
sent off to Maldek and they blew it up instead [source of modern bands of space debris] and, in so
doing, perturbed the galaxy
● the second time, they came to earth in the Middle East and created the different ethnicities
among the people there [religions, customs, etc]
● the people in that area have the same genetic lineage [basically, the same race]
● They had sex with us - their experiment - because they were “adjusting” our gene structures
and DNA; this caused genetic mutation in our original forms: what they did was against Prime
Directive
● when they [who are also a part of the group of us] intervened and hybridized and mutated the
form [via genetic engineering and creating children with the daughters of men], it was diabolical –
this created an anomaly and lowered the gene pool intelligence of our DNA – plus they
programmed us with afflictions – which we call addictions of all kinds.
● their intent was to block the higher vibration of our high heart and our high spiritual energies
so we would forget our source and our true abilities; as a result, we felt confused, and pressed
upon by fear as Abraham was not a nice man: a rapist, a mutilator responsible for cutting off the
clitoris, foreskin and then covering it all up.
● Reading the Old Testament literally does not reveal directly that the ships came in or when; or
that Melchizedek came in to counter the dark ones
[as background info, Melchizedek, Zoroaster, Jesus, Buddha, Krishna, Quetzalcoatl, Osiris
(who was never born and who put his seed into Isis), Tut were all the same soul as Jesus;
each of them had the same vibratory level and each came to earth at different periods in
our evolution to lift up the culture of the day so we would not forget who we were & are]
● Melchizedek's visit happened in Egypt when the people had the bee hive shaped heads [shape
was related to the crystal skull energy and shape which contains all our Akashic records – like
Nefertiti's head] and the Haplo groups [representing intervention from the Galactics] came in
from the Caucasus Mtns
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● the Indians are descended from the Khazars and were in Hyperborea
[Background: 35, 000 – 40, 000 years ago, all the land of the planet was in the west in the
Pacifica Ocean. This is the land that was split up and the plates moved : Europe and Asia
all went north west, as it were, over the top of the planet; North America and Africa were
touching – which is how the black people [Moors] were already in N A: everyone moved
freely back and forth when Africa and the east coast of what is now the US were
attached.
● the Khazars used their higher abilities to defeat all those around them and to create an empire
● they chose to become Jews instead of Christians or Muslims when they were forced to choose
sides; the choice was made partly because they read in the literature that the Jews thought of
themselves as a chosen people and were interested in power and control – good mentors.
● the Khazars west into what is now Europe where they chose to control things not by war but
by more subtle means [money]
● the Khazars did the same with free masonry [and anything else they touched]: they applied their
reptilian black magic to the teachings of nature and nature's god.
● By using black magic and their will on affecting our genetics, they [Khazars: Annunaki in newer
guises] programmed the rest of us with a propensity to the darker side of life. However, as it
takes two to tango, some of us went along with the changes: Lot and his wife, Sarah, and the
others were told to leave; Sarah who was very attached to 3 rd dimensional life were told to leave
and not look back when the city was destroyed with nuclear weapons:
● Lot and a few got out, but she turned to see what happened and was nuked [turned into a pillar
of salt] - as were the others - and the radiation affected the DNA of the few remaining ones.
● We had asked to have free will choice so we could find our own way, and everyone agreed.
● The Prime Directive means no intervention except in the case of psychic or nuclear warfare but the Khazars and other intergalactic ones did not respect that Prime Directive and,
by influencing our development, essentially destroyed our free will.
● In 1945, due to the holocaust of WW 2, the Ashtar Command became members of ACIO in our
military – Ashtar's intervention was necessary to prevent the whole earth being destroyed and
was done with permission of the ruling councils of the planet, the solar system, the galaxy and our
universe.
● In what is primarily North America, there were already people living: the Moors. There was a
migration of people from what is now Europe to North America, a “ground crew”, who helped repopulate what is now the US; the original people were here before the Olmecs [the giants who got
elephantitis – perhaps cased by the radiation, as there was also a holocaust during the time of
Pacal Votan [the one incarnation of Ashtar]
● The migration of the “Knights Templar” to NA: galactics who came with our Akashic records
intact and helped save the species who were here – we were “Knights Templar” in the sense of
being followers of the feminine, of Magdalene, who wrote the code of those knights called “Knights
Templar” at the time of her and Jeshua's life]
● The Khazars – source of the Rothchilds - who said they were Jews when they weren't, sent
their children over to N. A. to prevent the rise to power of the “Knights Templar” a.k.a. White
Knights / those committed to the Light
R: Mitt Romney is a good, classic example of a reptilian: all he cares about is 1%, Wall Street, it's in his
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genes to be that uncaring, unloving, with only one focus; yes, he is easily controlled
Caller: do you consider Hillary a reptilian?
T: yes, her grandfather in the physical is Hitler; grandmother is a DuPont a branch of Rothschilds
● DuPonts have been in charge of every explosion that has been created
● Hillary is responsible for Katrina: she ordered up an army corps of engineers to dive and plant
bombs in the levees and blow them up on purpose; 500,000 people were taken out by FEMA, Black
Ops, and Blackwater: they shot every black one they could get their hands on – stats are ½ million
were killed – an intent to thin out the Moors of America
● they are Pre-Columbian: Africa was here [attached to the east coast of what is now North
America] and the Moorish people were here from the beginning, the true stewards of this location
Caller: How did they dispose of the the people?
T: Fed them to the crocs and the sharks
●in the Florida hurricane, they were able to test drive the storm with their off-planet technology
and could speed up and slow down the eye of the hurricane; Hurricane Francis was one of them;
there were about 4 in 2004, they came one after the other – it was 20,000 who died, not the
small numbers that was said
● when the bodies are gone, there is no insurance! [nice for the insurance companies!]
● Same as 9/11 – 75,000 bodies were vapourized with 2 titanium based nukes
●the 2nd tower went down first; the first tower went down second and the top broke off and it
started to pulverize and it never hit the ground; the people there were pulverized to dust – no
traces [no bodies, no insurance payments]
Caller: finds the credibility of ½ million being eaten by crocs hard to deal with
T: other things that were done:
●They had a big ship in the harbour that hauled things off – all the info is around
●they put people in military bases around the country & they were never heard from again; then
get rid of them
Caller: there are incinerator chambers in those bases
T:
they are also in Abu Grabe and all the rendition prisons: 2 million US soldiers gone since 2003, and
the invasion of Iraq and the Afghanistan wars
● [Feb 16th ] 4 – 5 M Iraqis dead; around 5 milling displaced Iraqis outside Iraq and
inside Iraq; there are roughly 26 Million people in Iraq, and about 65% are kids under 14
● [Feb 16th – the destruction in Iraq was undertaken to destroy the history of the country, in
which they have been interlopers since the beginning: they did not want onyone to find the
evidence so museums and artifacts and so on were stolen or destroyed.]
● Special Prosecutor Patrick Fitzgerald was appointed by the Supreme Court in 2000, under Bush –
he cannot be fired. He will become the AG after he arrests Eric Holder: at least one agent at
border is dead and the blood is on his hands because of the program “Fast and Furious”
Caller: all this info that you say about Katrina – is Patrick F coming up with indictments against them?
T: it will happen according to his timeline which she and Rama do not know
Caller: huge numbers of indictments?
T: yes, grand jury trials have been held for a long time, called : Fitzgerald trials, Franklin trials,
World Court Grand Jury trials – there are 100,000 sealed indictments since 2003
Caller: P.F. has moved to DC, so what is the time frame for them [the indictments] to come out?
T: they never get a date: no dates, no nukes, no flukes is what they are always told
● How is it being done is another question: the State of the Union Address was an answer to one
of the hows - Schneiderman was appointed to deal with the mortgage problem and who took down
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the American economy in 2008
● Mitch Daniels was the one who orchestrated & planned the take down .
[Thom Hartmann pointed this out when Daniels got the Right to Work for less Act passed in IN]

Caller:
T: our congress has been controlled from APAC – since 1949, Israel has been in control of this country; it
is 51st state. The Israeli people have nothing to do with this; it is the Khazarian Bolshevik rich etc
● Israeli people have been shown things that don't get in the news – both men and women have to
go in military FOR at least 2 years: there are so many defections, refusals to serve
● ordinary Israeli people put up their tents in the median strips all the way from
Tel Aviv to Jerusalem in protest against their own government; they are trapped and not
going along with the program in Israel
Caller 2: what about the ship and people going for a vacation – what is it about? [reference to a ship
called “Neptune” and S Beckow initiative]
T: it's a fake; he's taking a rest – he didn't expect what he got
● If dates are given, that's not the truth; the galactics would never give dates because it
changes the timelines and that's against the Prime Directive; things have to start on the ground
with us, and Occupy is the activity that will help make the changes happen.
T: Reading: 2012, Feb 9 The Billionaires' Brokered GOP Convention by Greg Palast

[SEE BELOW]

T: Re: Syria at least 60,000 military have already defected:
● Al Jazeera [she watched in middle of night would be day time in N.A.] has independent financing
from Dubai ; they have so much money, they don't need the US
● Dubai is a dictatorship yet has free health care, education, energy, free burial of the dead,
housing for entire life, too.
● Dubai funds Al Jazeera world wide, and these reporters have been going deep into Syria and
working in the tunnels with the defectors from the Syrian army. It is a completely different story
to the one we are told, there are snipers, but the defectors have been targeting the snipers and
not wanting to kill their own people
● Sam Seder said on Dylan's show – since Monday, hundreds have been killed since the military is
killing their own. There are snipers also killing their own people. The defectors are killing the
snipers
Journal News: we are supposed to be going into Syria with Arab League which is a mixed bag:
Saudi royals are in bed with the west: the Bandr Bush & these are the ones who are to go in with
the UN – have to wait and see how it plays out
Audio: Bill Maher
● one guest is Madeline Albright: Rama spoke to her in 2006. She told him she knew she was going
out because she was responsible for the deaths in Serbia, etc; didn't want to talk about it except
to let him know she knew [Tara says if she is on the show, it's close to the end.]
● Rev Al Sharpton
two big issues this week: rise of Rick Santorum; re-appearance of culture wars
●What about Rick:
Flavour of the month; quite genuine in his social conservatism
She thinks they will come back to Mitt Romney
●What about Newt – a dangerous wounded animal.
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●Al: party has gone so far to the right, and with so many different flavours – none will be
acceptable
●Newt: candidate of resentment; Rick: does represent something
●Mitt Romney getting a bit desperate – now he is a “severe conservative”
Music:
Audio:

The Lost Symbol

Closing:

Rainbird
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2012, Feb 9

The Billionaires' Brokered GOP Convention

Thursday 9 February 2012
by: Greg Palast, Truthout | Op-Ed
Truthout combats corporatization by bringing you trustworthy news: click here to join the effort.
The Plan is working.
Mitt Romney's biggest backer didn't want him to win.
We know that Paul "The Vulture" Singer, Romney's Daddy Warbucks, organized the "grassroots"
campaign to replace Romney with Gov. Chris Christie back in September.
That flopped, so Singer and the billionaire boys' club that courted Christie moved over to Romney. Not
that they had a choice. They knew Moonrocks Gingrich, who thinks he's running for Master Jedi, and
Saint Santorum who thinks he's running for pope, would end up road kill in November.
But despite their million-dollar checks for Romney's campaign, the billionaires are handling the exgovernor with very long and slippery tweezers. The fact that Singer and the Koch brothers went on
bended knee to Christie means they are just nauseated over Romney, a man losing a war with the
English language and his own tax returns, carrying their standard against President Obama.
These billionaires are smart men. Devious men. I've followed them for years, and they do nothing in a
straight line. The super PAC that Singer and the gang control, Restore Our Future, is supposed to be for
Romney. But it's not; it's for Singer and Bill Koch. The future they want to restore is their own, not
yours or mine - or Romney's.
Now, if your ultimate goal is to beat Obama and you need Christie to do it, you want the GOP race to
end in a brokered convention. Then, the billionaires become the brokers. In the best of all worlds for
these super PAC men, no candidate gets the 1,144 delegates needed to win. Restore Our Future can
then restore the nomination to Christie (or, say, Sen. Marco Rubio, or both), someone who can win.
So, think about it. The Singer-Koch super PAC has access to more money than Fort Knox. It has raised
over $30 million and has left as much as half sitting unspent. Yet, they didn't bother to run major ads in
cheap media markets like Grand Junction, letting Romney go down in Colorado by less than 4,000
votes.
For a few bucks, they could have sealed it for Governor Romney this week. But they chose not to.
Why?
By moving money in and out of selected primaries like a piston, Restore Our Future can shoo Santorum
and Gingrich away from the nomination - and, with a bit of luck, the Romney campaign ends up in
Tampa dead on arrival.
Then the Vulture and the Richie Rich Club can gnaw at Romney's political corpse and regurgitate the
nomination for the cat's paw of their choice.
http://www.truth-out.org/billionaires-brokered-convention/1328809810
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